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V. HAYER RENEW's CANDIDATE BACKED BY PM GABRIEL ATTAL AS FAR
BEHIND J.BARDELA
LAST RALLY BEFORE VOTING OF 9 JUNE, 

Paris, Washington DC, 02.06.2024, 22:19 Time

USPA NEWS - A week ahead of the voting day of the European elections to choose their future MEPs. Valerie Hayer the candidate
from Renew Party (French Presidential Party), is estimated behind the favorite, Jordan Bardella leader of the RN list, with 16% of
voting intentions, according to an Elabe survey for BFM Channel Tv BFMTV and the Journal La Tribune Sunday, published on
Saturday. Valerie Hayer is tied with Raphael Glucksman (15-16% of voting intentions, rated 3rd, for months. In 2024, France will have
81 seats in the European Parliament out of the 720 seats in the twenty-seven member states. The first country to have 96 seats is
Germany, ahead of France, the founding country of the European Union. 

Valerie Hayer is struggling to raise her score from 14 to 16% to compete versus the favorite Jordan Bardella, the favorite candidate,
remaining at the top of voting intentions, with 32 – 33% according to the polling’s. At the same time, the socialist Raphaël Glucksmann
is getting closer to his polling numbers. Valerie Hayer, held her last campaign meeting in Aubervilliers (Parisian Suburbs). The Prime
Minister himself came to support him during his meeting, for this last meeting, with supporters of the presidential majority party,
including French stars from the European Union, such as Thierry Breton, European Trade Commissioner, Bernard Guetta MEP,
Stephane Sejourne, Minister of Foreign Affairs and Francois Bayrou, the former Minister of Education. They called for a “start” against
the far right. The National Rally (RN) led by Jordan Bardella is well ahead of the polls, which credit it with 32 to 33% of voting
intentions, far ahead of the presidential majority.

VALERIE HAYER IS STRUGGLING TO KEEP UP WITH JORDAN BARDELLA IN POLE POSITION (32%) & RAPHAEL
GLUKSMAN FLIRTING WITH 15%
Valerie Hayer, represents, at Renew, of the presidential 15% of intentions if vote, according to the polls, is struggling to break the glass
seal, imposed by her challenger and favorite, Jordan Bardella and the other the socialist candidate Raphael Glucksman (14.5%) who
is tied her up, and the rest of the opposition. Not to mention, the abstention rate. Abstention next Sunday is estimated at 51% by Ifop.
As for young people, they do not seem to be interested in going to vote in France, and mobilization remains low, with only 3 out of 10
planning to go and vote next Sunday (survey by the Ipsos institute for France Televisions and Brut, May 29 2024) with almost one in
two young people saying they do not fully understand the issues at stake in the election.

“EUROPE IS DEADLY, AND VOTING FOR THE FAR RIGHT IS PULLING THE TRIGGER” SAID PM GABRIEL ATTAL
Prime Minister Gabriel Attal, who came to reinforce Valerie Hayer, whose voting intentions are at a rate of. left in the face of the
political bullodzer represented by Jordan Bardella, the National Rally candidate. “Europe is deadly, and voting for the extreme right is
pulling the trigger,” he said. MEP Valérie Hayer, head of the presidential majority list, from the Renew party, says she is happy to have
voted for the European migration pact, the central subject of the electoral campaign in France). In 2019, 40% of 18-34 years old went
to the polls for this European election, according to an Ipsos/Sopra Steria survey for France Televisions, Radio France, RFI and
France 24.

« EUROPE WILL DIE IF WE DO NOTHING” SAID VALERIE HAYER “Europe will die if we do nothing.” Repeated Valérie Hayer,
during her last campaign meeting on Saturday in Aubervilliers, in total opposition to the stability pact and migration, voted, recently by
the European Parliament last April 11, 2024, after nine years of negotiations and debates.

VALERIE HAYER THE CHALLENGER (16%) ALSO HAD HER LAST CAMPAIGN CONVENTION WITH P.M. GABRIEL ATTAL
Meanwhile, the challenger of Jordan Bardella, who according to the polls, with 16% of voting intentions according to Elabe, Valérie
Hayer, the head of the list of the presidential majority (Renaissance, MoDem, Horizons, UDI, Radical Party), also gave its last
campaign meeting, Saturday, in Aubervilliers (Seine-Saint-Denis), under the slogan "Let's wake up! Let's refuse to succumb to
demagoguery and simplism! It's up to us to start the fight", she launched alongside Gabriel Attal, who came as reinforcement, from his



position as Prime Minister, also putting at the service of the fragile candidate, her strong capital of sympathy and among the favorite
political figures of the French with a popularity rating of 39% (Ifop survey, JDD, May 15, 2024)
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